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ABSTRACT
INDOOR NAVIGATION FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED VALIDATION AND
TRAINING METHODOLOGY USING VIRTUAL REALITY
FEBRUARY 2017
SILI WANG
B.A., TIANJIN UNIVERSITY
M.S.E.C.E., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Aura Ganz

In this thesis we propose a navigation instruction validation tool and a user
training tool for PERCEPT system.
The validation tool evaluates the navigation instructions using a virtual
reality environment by ensuring that each path in the virtual environment can be
traversed by following the navigation instructions. This validation tool will serve as
a first automatic validation of navigation instructions prior to testing them with
blind and visually impaired users.
The user-training tool enables the blind user to explore and get familiar with
the real environment by using the virtual environment generated in the Unity3d
based game. The user interacts with the game using PERCEPT Smartphone client
just like the user would interact in the real environment. Motion in the game is
emulated using the keyboard. Motion directions follow the navigation instructions
obtained through the Smartphone. This user-training tool will improve the users
experience in the real environment by enabling them to explore and learn the
environment a-priori to their arrival in the physical space.
iv
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization (WHO) reported at August 2014 that 285
million people are estimated to be visually impaired worldwide, 39 million are blind
and 246 million have low vision. About 90% of the world’s visually impaired live in
low-income setting [1]. According to Vanderhaiden [2], 30% of the people with
visual disabilities are unemployed because they are not able to access the work
force. Blind and visually impaired (BVI) individuals have significant challenges in
navigating independently in unfamiliar indoor spaces [3, 4], specifically in using
public transportation independently. The main challenges that make it difficult for
the visually impaired people to navigate themselves include: determining their
locations and directions in the environment, finding the important objects, and
knowing the distances between themselves and the objects [5, 6]. Recent researches
[7] show that a simulation based navigation training for the visually impaired users
in a virtual environment similar to a real-world environment will effectively help
the users get familiar with a new environment and dramatically increase their
abilities to navigate independently.
An effective virtual training environment faces three major challenges:
virtual environment construction, real-time navigation instruction generation and
validation, and human computer interaction (HCI) for visually impaired computer
users. Emerging new technologies such as virtual reality (VR) and 3D gaming engine
open a new door of applying haptic and audio interfaces to support a promising
1

virtual training tool. For instance, 3D gaming engine helps making the virtual
environment construction and real-time navigation instruction more efficient and
accurate, while VR technology, on the other hand, provides ease of use haptic and
audio HCI interfaces for the users.
PERCEPT [8] is a real time, accurate and affordable indoor navigation system,
which has been piloted in Boston Arlington Metro Station (AMS), for the BVI users in
unfamiliar environments. It is composed of three major components: An indoor
environment where all the important points of interest are marked by near field
communication (NFC) tags, a PERCEPT mobile application that is installed in the
user’s cell phone and provides real time navigation instructions to the users, and a
remote PERCEPT server that hosts the navigation instruction database and interacts
with the users through the PERCEPT mobile application. Experimental evaluation
results of PERCEPT show that all BVI test users were able to navigate independently
with the help of PERCEPT. However, certain gaps and barriers were also identified
during the evaluation, e.g., unfamiliar mobile application operation led to difficulties
for the users to successfully use the application and the users request an orientation
to pick up the tool.
PERCEIVE is a PERCEPT based virtual reality navigation training tool that
provides real time context-aware audio navigation instructions to the chosen
destination for blind and visually impaired people in unfamiliar indoor
environments. PERCEIVE goal is to enable a visually impaired user to explore an
unknown environment and get familiar with using PERCEPT system by role-playing
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a virtual character in a virtual reality based game. PERCEIVE system consists of two
major parts: an automatic navigation instructions validation tool and a virtual
reality navigation training platform that simulates the PERCEPT mobile application
environment. It is scalable and cost efficient for both the venue where the system is
deployed and the user who carries a smartphone running PERCEPT mobile
application.
PERCEPT generates the navigation instructions automatically for a specific
venue using a vocabulary designed in conjunction with a certified orientation and
mobility specialist. The number of navigation instructions we generate is very large.
For instance, there are more than 10,000 instructions in a building with 80
destinations. In order to automate the validation of such a big volume of the
navigation instructions before human subjects testing, a natural language
processing based navigation validation tool is developed as part of the PERCEIVE
framework to help the developers verify the navigation instructions. [9]
PERCEPT system enables blind and visually impaired users to navigate in
unfamiliar and complex environments using a smartphone running PERCEPT app. It
is beneficial for the users to experience PERCEPT a prior to their arrival to the
physical space. In PERCEIVE framework, we introduce a virtual reality (VR)
platform that enables the users to get themselves familiar with the physical space
and PERCEPT instructions at the convenience of their own homes. Such a training
platform will reduce the user anxiety as well as enable the user to build a cognitive
map of the unfamiliar physical space. Through a series of navigation training
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programs, the blind and visually impaired users will to be able to independently
navigate with PERCEPT tool into the physical building.
This thesis document is organized as follows: In the next chapter we provides
necessary literary survey for this thesis work, and then we introduce the navigation
instructions validation tool in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the virtual reality
based training platform and Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and proposes the
future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERARY SURVEY
Indoor navigation for blind and visually impaired (BVI) people has been an
active and essential health science research topic for years. Many research projects
[8, 10, 11, 12, 13] have been proposed and implemented to help the visually
impaired people navigate in indoor environments, e.g. Navatar [10], Otaniemi Open
Project [12], PERCEPT [13] and PERCEPT-II [8]. While these projects offer
significant help to BVI people, there are gaps and barriers, such as unfamiliar
environment and insufficient user knowledge on the tools, for the BVI people to take
advantages of these tools. Therefore, virtual environment based training tools are
designed to solve these problems.
In this chapter, we will give a literary survey mainly focusing on the existing
virtual training projects and compare them with our PERCEIVE design.
In paper [4], Lahav and Mioduser show that blind people lack of an efficient
mental mapping of an unfamiliar space face great difficulties in navigating efficiently.
They designed a simple haptic virtual environment to serve as an alternative visual
channel for the BVI people to get the mental mapping information of the spaces.
Then, an experiment was conducted to compare the navigation performance of two
groups of BVI testers that one group was trained with the virtual tool and the other
wasn’t. The experiment results clearly proved that a virtual training enabling blind
people to learn about real life spaces would significantly enhance blind people’s
ability to explore unknown environments.
5

HOMERE system [14] is a multimodal system dedicated to visually impaired
people to explore and navigate inside virtual environments. It is built with a
commercialized 3D haptic device whose workspace of the extremity is
42x49x92cm3 as a virtual blind cane, multiple sensors and physical devices that
provide the users with different types of sensory feedbacks, and two computers that
one runs the 3D virtual environment and the other controls the force feedback of
the virtual cane. This system intends to construct a completely virtual world that
can give the blind user's haptic, visual and audio feedbacks when they explore the
virtual world. Four different types of sensory feedback are supported to make the
users feel in the real world: force feedback from the blind cane, thermal feedback
that simulates the sun and temperature, auditory feedback including ambient
atmosphere sounds, oral guides, footstep and haptic related sounds, and visual
feedback for the partially sighted people. With the help of all these feedbacks, the
main goal and application of this system is to train the BVI people for the use of the
blind cane. This system is not suitable for navigation based training, since the virtual
world is not generated based on real world.
Audio-based Environment Simulator (AbES) [15] is a video game based
learning metaphor that is used to enhance the indoor navigation performance of BVI
users by helping them build a mental representation of a building through a jewel
pick-up game. Before the users start the game, the simulator first renders a virtual
building map based on the building’s architecture floor plan. After the successful
map construction, the users can start the game by using the keyboard as the input
device, and the stereo cues as output. There are two modes supported in the game:
6

gamer mode and directed navigation mode. In the game mode, the player will be
given the information regarding his/her location, orientation and environment
description. Based on this information the player can navigate to find and collect the
jewels. In the directed navigation mode, instead of playing a game, AbES describes
the spatial layout of the building and the relative location of the rooms to the users
using pre-defined paths with the assistance of a facilitator. From the reported
testing results, training with AbES helped users achieve better navigation skills in
the physical building than without training with AbES. Moreover, the gamers
learning strategy showed a performance advantage over the directed navigator
learning strategy by motivating the players and encouraging them to explore the
environment as much as they can.
Compare with the above existing virtual training environments, PERCEIVE is
a VR game based real world training system that provides a realistic experience to
BVI players by using 3D audio and 3D video, white cane simulation as well as a
detailed representation of the physical space that includes obstacles, points of
interest, different textures, etc. Moreover, the player is guided through the
environment using specific navigation tasks. We compare PERCEIVE, AbES and
HOMERE in Table 1 as follow.

Projects

AbES HOMERE

PERCEIVE

Based on real building structure

Yes

No

Yes

Build mental map of target environment

Yes

No

Yes
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Simulate movement behavior of blind
people

No

Yes

Yes

Represent the Points of Interest in the
building

No

Yes

Yes

Provide realistic experience

No

Yes

Yes

Table 1 - Comparison between PERCEIVE, AbES and HOMERE

The Kulturhuset prototype [7] is a 3D haptic, auditory and visual indoor
navigation virtual environment that enables the BVI user to investigate Kulturhuset,
the Swedish cultural center in Stockholm, virtually before they visit it in the real
world. In this virtual simulation, the users interact with the prototype computer
through a Phantom Omni based virtual cane and get haptic and auditory feedbacks
such as collision force, audio guidance, surrounding background sounds, etc. Users
can link their location information such as direction and distance to an object or
area to the feedbacks. Although this system has many similar features as PERCEIVE,
it is only a prototype system, rather than a generic virtual training framework, this
is majorly designed for a systematic study of BVI people’s acquisition of spatial
navigation skills and their cognitive mapping of unfamiliar spatial information. The
comparison between PERCEIVE and Kulturhuset prototype system is detailed in
Table 2.
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PERCEIVE

Motivation

Device Support

Design &
Implementation

Kulturhuset prototype

A VR game based virtual training
framework to help blind user to
navigate in a target indoor
environment.

Prove blind users can play
game and explore virtual
world with both audio and
haptic.

Oculus and Xbox-controller

Phantom Omni
A haptic pen as controller

Nature language navigation
instructions

Non speech based
instructions

Task-based Exploration
(Can have multiple levels, ‘easy
mode to hard mode’ to help user
understanding environment.)

Free Exploration
(Easy to feel lost)

User Behavior Simulation
(Virtual cane detects potential
collision one step ahead the user;
users can feel distance based on
step sounds)

Virtual Magnet
(Their cane is used to pull
users toward haptic items,
as well as their attention
when they were nearby
just in case that it would
otherwise be hard to find)

Physical Orientation
(Physical orientation tracking by
Oculus, users turn left and right
physically)

Virtual Orientation
(Virtual orientation with a
haptic pen, easy to control
but not good for
orientation identification)

Reconfigurable task configuration
Reconfigurable

Tasks are fixed and used
for theory validation and
study

A generic framework that can work
Specific Environment
with any blueprint
Table 2 - Comparison between PERCEIVE and Kulturhuset prototype
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CHAPTER 3

NAVIGATION INSTRUCTION VALIDATION TOOL
In this chapter, we will introduce the navigation instruction validation tool
(NIVT) for PERCEPT pre-released navigation instruction validation.
With the wide deployment of PERCEPT, the number of navigation
instructions increases dramatically, navigation instructions validation becomes a
challenge. As the traditional human based validation in the physical space is too
expensive and time-consuming to be scalable, an efficient evaluation method is
desired to validate the navigation instructions automatically before human subjects
testing. In particular, since the PERCEPT navigation instructions (PNIs) are
automatically generated by PERCEPT natural language generation (NLG) algorithm
based on the building layout and landmark information, the validation method
should also be compatible to handle natural language instruction inputs and outputs
including space and time information.
As a result, a natural language parsing based navigation instruction
validation tool (NIVT) is developed to help the PERCEPT system developers validate
the navigation instructions before the release. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of
current PERCEPT system along with the new NIVT modules we developed.
PERCEPT server side includes the system database, the instruction generation
module and the communication module, which manages communication between
the server and the client (e.g. Smartphone).
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Figure 1 - PERCEPT System Architecture with NIVT

NIVT is a new approach to automatically validate landmark-based natural
language navigation instructions. It evaluates the navigation instructions using a
virtual reality environment by ensuring that each path in the virtual environment
can be traversed by following the navigation instructions. It will serve as a first
automatic validation of navigation instructions prior to testing them with blind and
visually impaired users (Figure 2).
Validation Tool
PERCEPT
NLG
Nav- Instructions

Game
Environment

Users
O&M

Virtual
User O&M

Physical-Building
Environment

Physical-Building
Layout

Figure 2 - NIVT validates PNIs before testing with users
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3.1 System Architecture
NIVT is a Unity [16] based application that supports both Windows and Mac
OS. It reduces the cost and time-consuming of human onsite evaluation by rendering
a virtual environment that represents the target-building layout. An avatar is then
implemented to route itself in the virtual environment following the navigation
instructions. Developers can validate the PNIs by checking the route of the virtual
avatar through both online and offline validation modes.
NIVT software includes three parts: an instruction downloader, an
instruction parser and a game animation. As shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - NIVT software architecture

At the beginning of the simulation, the downloader sends a request to
PERCEPT server and downloads the instructions. The instruction parser then
translates the navigation instructions generated by the corresponding PERCEPT
algorithm to the movement of the game avatar. After parsing the instructions, the
game avatar is able to automatic route itself in the game environment based on the
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instructions. Users can choose any source-destination pair and observe the avatar
movement. If all the intended source-destination pairs have been traversed properly,
the instructions are correct.
3.2 User Interface
The virtual game environment is based on the indoor environment floor plan.
We render the virtual scenes using Unity game engine. We use the game sprites,
which are the visual representations of the objects in the game, in Unity. A sprite is a
single image or a set of images that are drawn or imported by users. In the game
stage, we draw the sprites based on the environment floor plan, and mark obstacles,
walls, stairs and other points of interest. The virtual game environment renders all
of the objects of PERCEPT real environment as a basic map. In PERCEPT, we use
“tags” to represent the landmarks used for navigation. In this virtual game, we also
use “tag” as markers. A tag’s position presents its location in the real environment.
Figure 4 shows the floor plan of Arlington subway station, and Figure 5 shows the
corresponding virtual game environment.
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Figure 4 - Floor plan for Arlington subway station

a) Underground

b) First Floor

Figure 5 - Game environment of Arlington subway station

Figure 6 shows the game avatar and the user's’ keystroke. We define 12
directions based on the clock directions for providing orientation information to the
BVI users.
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a) Game Avatar

b) User Keystroke

Figure 6 - The sprite of game avatar and the user's keystroke

When the game avatar touches an obstacle, a corresponding event will be
triggered. For example, if the avatar bumps against the wall, the game will give a
bump warning sound. Different points of interest trigger different events and
warnings such as "This is a Fare Machine", or “This is a Fare Gate”. We use different
audios to distinguish flat ground and stairs.
3.3 Parser Algorithm
PERCEPT instructions are automatically generated by PERCEPT motion and
orientation algorithm. Since these instructions include natural language, they are
treated as a regular string format in the virtual game. Based on their formal
grammar and keywords, we can get a constituency-based parser tree.
There are two main steps to parse PERCEPT instructions, deployment of the
landmarks and parsing the string of instructions to action codes.
3.3.1 Deployment of tags and nodes
The landmarks in the virtual game are used to identify the source and the
destination. There are two types of the landmarks: tag and node. A tag represents a
real tag in the real PERCEPT environment while a node identifies a special location
15

between tags, e.g., a corner, a metal gate, or an opening hallway. We configure the
tags and nodes by a setting panel (Figure 7-a). The parameter ‘Source ID’ is unique
for each tag, the 'Destination ID’ is chosen by users, ‘Tag Name’ presents its position,
for example, a node deployed at the metal gate will be named as ‘the Metal Gate’.
‘Tag Opening’ is based on the clockwise directions (Figure 7-b), and it indicates from
which direction the user could touch it. Particularly, if this tag is deployed at an
opening place, the user could touch it from any direction, we set this case to “99” for
the “Tag Opening”. The “Tag Opening” will be used for the orientation adjustment
algorithm.

a) Tag Setting Panel

Figure 7 - Tag Configuration

b) ‘Tag Opening’

3.3.2 Parser
The parser parses the instructions to a list of action code. The parsing
algorithm is based on a constituency-based parser tree introduced in Figure 8 and
includes the following steps:

16

Figure 8 - System architecture of parser



Step 1
Find the environment description sentences from the input instructions.

Since they don’t have any information related to the motion or orientation, we
delete them.


Step 2
Split the rest of the instructions to orientation phrases and motion phrases.

The orientation phrase is used to adjust the direction of blind users, and it includes
the keywords like ‘with the tag on your right side’, ‘face the tag’, etc. We build an
orientation adjustment table (OAT) (Table 3 and Table 4) with the orientation
information such as character direction and tag opening. We enumerate all the
combinations of orientations; tag opening directions and character directions to
build the OAT.
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For example: If we want to translate this orientation phrase "With the tag to
your right side" as shown in Figure 9, to a 9 o’clock Tag. When the user walks into
tag’s coverage area from the 3 o'clock direction, the user should turn left to put the
tag on its right hand side.

Table 3 - Orientation Adjustment Table (OAT)

Table 4 - Orientation adjustment enumerations

18

Figure 9 - Example of orientation adjustment



Step 3
Motion phrase. We need to find the stop motion phrase based on the

PERCEPT motion vocabulary. For each single motion item, we search for the
keywords and translate them to the action code following the action code table (ACT)
(Table 5).

Table 5 - Action Code Table (ACT)

Here is an example of how these steps work together in the parser. Assume
we have the following PERCEPT instruction as the parser input:
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“With the tag to your right side, your current station is Arlington, Go down one
flight of stairs and trail the Wall on your right side, until you reach the Metal Gate.
@With the Metal Gate to your back, cross the hallway until you reach the wall. Turn
left, go down one flight of stairs and trail the Wall on your right side, until you reach
an intersecting hallway. You will find the next tag on your right side wall.”
Here are the steps:



Step 1: Get descriptions and discard them
In this example, the description sentence is ‘You will find the next tag on your

right side wall.’


Step 2: Adjust orientation
Orientation phrases are underlined below:
“With the tag to your right side, your current station is Arlington, Go down one

flight of stairs and trail the Wall on your right side, until you reach the Metal Gate.
@With the Metal Gate to your back, cross the hallway until you reach the wall. Turn
left, go down one flight of stairs and trail the Wall on your right side, until you reach
an intersecting hallway”


Step 3: Translate motion code
With the stop motion phrase: “until… reach”, we can split the instruction to

the following items and search the motion keyword.
1. “Turn Left, Your current station is Arlington, Go down one flight of stairs and
X, until you reach the Metal Gate.”
2. “@Turn Left, cross the hallway until you reach the wall.”
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3. “Turn left, go down one flight of stairs and X, until you reach an intersecting
hallway”
3.4 Online Mode Validation
NIVT has two validation modes: online mode and offline mode. The online
mode is a dynamic validation mode based on real time user inputs. In this mode, the
users send the source-destination pairs that they want to test to the remote
PERCEPT server, and get the real time navigation feedback instructions from the
server, and then the validation tool keeps adjusting the navigation information
based on the server feedbacks until the avatar reaches the destination or the
instructions are proven wrong. At the end of the test, the validation results and
timing cost will be reported. Figure 10 shows the software flowchart of online mode.
The primary application of this mode is to validate single PERCEPT navigation
instruction (PNI) item of user selected source and destination.
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NIVT Online Mode
Start

Select
Destination

User*

Manual Navigate
Avatar

Random Drop
Avatar

Read Avatar
Position

No

Is Tag Area ?
Yes
Yes
Is Destination ?

Prompting: NI
is performed
properly

No
Combine Source
& Destination ID
Pair <SourceID, DestinationID>

Download
PNI*

PERCEPT
Server

PNI

Download
Successfully?

No

Prompting: No
available PNI for
selected path

Yes
Parse PNI
<Action Code>

Execute PNI
Action Code

No

Finished ?
Yes

Stop

*PNI: PERCEPT Navigation instruction
*User: PERCEPT Developer

Figure 10 - Software Flow Chart of NIVT online mode validation
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3.4.1 User Controller
At the beginning of validation, a user selects a destination for test. Then, he
can start navigating the avatar in the virtual space by keyboard arrows (Section 3.2).
If the avatar enters a virtual tag covered area, the tag would be triggered as a source
landmark. The avatar will automatically navigate itself from this source landmark to
the selected destination. In addition, we provide a 'Random Key' that allows user to
select random source landmark to verify all the possible paths from all the tags to
the destination.
3.4.2 Validation Rules
•

Missed route
After the selection of the source and destination, the downloader in NIVT

would send the request to PERCEPT server based on the source and destination pair.
If there are navigation instructions from the selected source to the destination in
PERCEPT server database, the server answers NIVT with the navigation instruction
string. Otherwise, NIVT would report a no available instruction warning. Since
PERCEPT is expected to have a strong connection between each landmark, this step
allows the developers to check if any PNIs are missed.
•

Wrong Navigation Instruction
This rule assures the correctness of the selected PNIs. After parsing the PNIs,

the avatar will route itself in the virtual space following the PNI action code. Users
can get the real-time results from the avatar navigating animation. The advantage of
this visualized validation is that we provide real-time and real-space information to
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users so that users can get a timing-cost estimate for each PNI in the real space from
the real-time animation.
3.5 Offline Mode Validation
Unlike the single step PNI validation in the online mode, offline mode is used
to validate a big chunk of PNIs at one time. In this mode, the validation tool first
downloads all the specific ranges of PNIs the users want to test, and then runs the
validation on its local machine and gives a validation report. Figure 11 shows the
validation flowchart.
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Start
PNI

PERCEPT
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Download Latest PNI* List
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User Control
Select a range of
PNIs for Validation
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Destination ID from PNI
Pair <SourceID, DestinationID>
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Execute PNI
Action Code
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Is Avatar Out of
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No
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Record PNI
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No

Is Waiting List
Empty?
Yes

Stop

*PNI: PERCEPT Navigation instruction
*User: PERCEPT Developer

Figure 11 - Software Flow Chart of NIVT offline mode validation
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3.5.1 Validation Waiting List
At the beginning of validation, NIVT downloads all the PNIs of the target
building from the PERCEPT server. Then, it would create a local database with the
following data structure to store the PNI data. (Table 6).
Name

Type

Description

ID

long

Identify a PNI

UniString

string

String combinations with source
landmark ID and destination landmark
ID and transmit type

Instruction

string

PERCEPT natural language navigation
instruction string

Other

Transmit type:
0 - Stair
1 - Elevator
2 - Escalator

ValidateStat
e

int

Mark the validation state for current PNI

0 - Untested
1 - Test
Successfully
2 - Test Error

TimeCost

double

Time cost for finish currently instruction
in virtual space

Second

Table 6 - Data structure of PNI in NIVT local database

Users can choose to validate either all the PNIs or a part of them through a
filter wizard, e.g., the PNIs with transmit type “Stair”. The selected PNIs under test
will be added to a buffer called validation waiting list, and NIVT will test the PNIs
following the order of the waiting list.
3.5.2 Validation Process
For each PNI, NIVT first retrieves the source landmark ID and destination
landmark ID, and then sets up the source-destination pair to the avatar. If the avatar
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is able to get to the destination, the current PNI is correct. Otherwise, if the avatar is
out of bound or stops at unexpected point, NIVT records this error for the current
PNI and automatically restart the avatar for the next PNI. Unlike the online mode
that reports each validation step to the user and waits for the user’s response, the
offline mode records the results for all the performed PNIs without any user
interruption.
3.6 Tests and Result
The target building of this project is the Arlington Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority Station, Boston, MA [17]. We design the tests based on the
primary routes in this subway station. Our tests covered all the routes from the
opening entrances to the subway waiting line and from the inbound to all the exits.
The tests of this tool mainly focus on the usability of the validation method and the
correctness of the validation results. The routes we have tested are shown in Figure
12, it includes four entrances/exits and two subway waiting lines.
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Figure 12 – b): Routes from Inbound to Exits
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3.6.1 Online Validation Mode Testing
In the online validation mode tests, we first initialize the avatar to each of the
entrance and monitor its routes to the subway downstairs through the fare machine,
fare gate and elevator. Then we do similar simulations from the inbound to all the
exits in the station by following the PERCEPT navigation instructions.
The online validation testing include the following tests:



Test 1 – General Validation
Goal: Validate the correctness of each PNI in select route.
Method: Move the avatar to each entrance, set up its destination to outbound.
Result: In the animation, avatar went through the fare gate and arrived the

outbound successfully from all entrances. It followed the routes we selected. Figure
13 is the screenshot of the NIVT animation in online validation testing.
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Figure 13 - NIVT animation in Online Validation Testing
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Test 2 – Interrupting Test
Goal: Simulate the situation if a blind user gets lost in the station and can’t

find the next landmark. PERCEPT expects the user take any landmark they can find
to return the right route.
Method: Move the avatar to an entrance, interrupt the animation when the
avatar is trying to find the fare machine. Move the avatar out of the route to the
hallway.
Result: Avatar went to fare machine, and found the outbound successfully.
Figure 14 is the Avatar’s route.

Figure 14 - Avatar’s route in Test 2
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Test 3 – Random Dropping Test
Goal: PERCEPT expects that the users could find the destination from any

landmark in the station. We have this test to find if there is a route with no available
navigation instructions from any source landmark to selected destination.
Method: Randomly drop the avatar 40 times with selected destination.
Result: All tested source and destination pairs have available instructions. As
shown in Table 7.
S
D
Outbound
Waiting
Line
Entrance
544
Inbound
Waiting
Line
Entrance
562
Entrance
575

Fare
Machine
(Left)

Entrance
562–Stairs
End

Metal
Gate
(Left)

Lobby
Entrance

Fare
Machine
(Right)

Fare
Gate

Hallway

Entrance
562

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Table 7 – Result for Random Drop Testing



Test 4 – Reporting Test
Goal: If there is an error in a PNI, NIVT could report it to the users correctly.
Method: Delete the instruction from left fare machine to the outbound

waiting line in order to test the error report when there is no available instruction.
Result: NIVT reports the error as following Figure 15.
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Figure 15 – Example of no instruction reporting

3.6.2 Offline Validation Mode Testing
Offline mode downloads a large amount of navigation instructions together
and validates all of them automatically. We selected the same routes as the online
mode and designed the following two tests:
•

Test 1 – In-batch Validation
Goal: To test whether all selected routes are valid.
Method: Select all routes from the entrance to the outbound and from the

inbound to the exits, and start the offline validation.
Result: NIVT reports whether all PNIs performed properly. (Figure 16 shows
the example of report).
•

Test 2 – Reporting Test
Goal: To test if there is an error in a PNI, whether NIVT could mark the wrong

PNI and report to users.
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Method: Test the same route as Test 1 and delete three PNIs as shown.
Result: NIVT marked all three PNIs as error. See Figure 17.

Figure 16 - Offline in-batch testing report

Figure 17 – Report for reporting test
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CHAPTER 4

PERCEIVE – VIRTUAL REALITY NAVIGATION TRAINING PLATFORM
The goal of PERCEIVE is to enable the users to get themselves familiar with
the physical space and PERCEPT instructions at the convenience of their own homes.
It also could reduce the user anxiety as well as enable the user to build a cognitive
map of the physical space.
The PERCEIVE system is a collaboration of three components, client
application, instructor web application and cloud server. These components can
work together to provide different indoor navigation simulated experiences to blind
and visually impaired users. Figure 18 shows the system architecture.
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Figure 18 - PERCEIVE System Architecture

4.1 PERCEIVE Client
In this section, we introduce the PERCEIVE client, a desktop program
developed with a game development engine – Unity. It simulates the real building
environment and enables the visually impaired user to explore it by role-playing a
virtual character. As shown in Figure 19, the users need to wear a headset and an
Oculus device when they are playing the game. Users can get the audio cues through
the headset and can control the character's movement in the virtual game by a game
controller. In the PERCEIVE client, we have an avatar with a white cane [2] to reflect
the user’s position and moving status in the virtual environment. The game can give
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real-time feedbacks to users with different audios. The users can adjust their own
movement based on these feedbacks.

Figure 19 - System Design of PERCEIVE Game

PERCEIVE navigation training methodology has two major purposes. The
first one is the environment training that helps the users get familiar with the real
environment and build their mental maps by exploring the virtual environment. The
second one is to prepare the users to navigate independently with PERCEPT
smartphone based indoor navigation tool.
4.1.1 Game Implementation
This section will describe the implementation of the PERCEIVE client using
the Unity game engine. The current version is developed for the MBTA Arlington
subway station.
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4.1.1.1 Environment Models
The virtual game environment represents the real world environment of the
PERCEPT target building (Figure 20). It is generated using the original blueprints.
We draw the virtual map using the Autodesk Maya, and render the virtual scenes
with Unity game engine. In Unity, we also distinguish different objects with different
materials and affix the texture to the models. Figure 4 shows the floor plan of
Arlington subway station, and Figure 21 shows the corresponding virtual game
environment. In addition, we set up different functions for special objects. For
example, a fare gate will open only if a user scans a ticket.
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Figure 20 - Reality and virtual reality representation
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Users travel between the floors through the stairs, elevator or escalator. The
elevator and escalator are automatically controlled by the system. Users can take
the elevator and escalator in the game as if in the real world.

a) First Floor

b) Underground

Figure 21 - Game environment of user training game for Arlington subway station
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4.1.1.2 Virtual Character Model
The virtual character in the game includes two parts: a human body and a
white cane (Figure 22). We added the white cane to simulate the real world walking
behaviors of a blind person. In the game, when the user is walking, the white cane
will sweep left right to detect obstacles, walls or other objects. At the tip of the white
cane, we set up a detection point. When the cane hits an object, collision sounds will
be issued from the detect position to reflect the obstacles’ location according to the
sound. Another interesting feature of the cane is that it can also detect intersections.
(Figure 23)

Figure 22 - Virtual Character in PERCEIVE
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a) Cane hits the wall

b) Cane detects the intersection

Figure 23 - White cane detection examples

4.1.2 User Interface
4.1.2.1 User Profile Controller
User profile controller in the client handles the user registration, login and
create/resume a training journey based on user recordings:
•

Upload User Profile
Before starting the training, the client application asks the users to create

their accounts to start a training journey and uploads these data to the server. A
unique record will be created per each user.
•

Authentication
The user profile controller can authenticate the user login information with

server when the user logs on the client application with their username and
password.
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4.1.2.2 Character Controller
The character controller manages the orientation and movement of the
virtual character following the player’s inputs. It includes an Oculus device and a
movement controller. The player controls the movement of the virtual character
using the movement controller; and the Oculus is used to track the player’s
orientation. A stereo headset is used to provide auditory feedbacks.
We support three different types of controller inputs as shown in Table 8.
Input Type

Orientation

Movement
Keyboard

#1

Oculus
Xbox Controller

#2

Keyboard

Keyboard

#3

Xbox Controller

Xbox Controller

Table 8 - Types of game controller

4.1.2.3 Graphics
The graphic view is available for the partially sighted and sighted users. They
can play the game and see the game scene on a computer screen or on the Oculus
device through first person view.
On a computer screen, a first person view 3D virtual world is shown as
Figure 24. It also includes a mini map on the right upper corner of the screen for the
players to track their positions and actions.
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On an Oculus device, we provide a 360 degrees immersive 3D experience (as
shown in Figure 25) to make the players feel that they are inside the virtual world.

Figure 24 - Computer scene view

Figure 25 - Oculus view (3D in Oculus, separate in editor)
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4.1.2.4 Audio
We provide 3D stereo sound to help the users interact with the game. There
are four types of sounds: Texture Feedback, Navigation Sounds, Indicator Sounds
and Environment Sounds.
•

Texture Feedback
When a user explores the virtual environment and touches the objects, the

game will reflect the auditory feedbacks to the user. These auditory sounds are
different according to the different materials and different types of the objects. This
feature will help the user distinguish between the floor and the track marks. (See
Figure 26). Moreover, a user can identify a door, a wall or a metal gate based on
their materials. (See Figure 27)

a) Blind Tracking

b) Floor

Figure 26 - Ground textures
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a) Wood door

b) Wall

c) Metal Gate

Figure 27 - Objects textures



Navigation Sounds
Navigation sounds are generated to provide the route information. For example,

we have footstep sounds when the user is walking. This sound represents user’s
speed of motion, so the user can feel the distance. For direction, we use global
coordinates to define the directions in the game, such as North, South, East and West.
Users can turn using the movement controller. After their turn, they will be given
the information about the current direction. For instance, “you are facing north”.
•

Indicator Sounds
We have different types of indicator sounds: access control, landmark trigger

and surrounding environment descriptions.
▪

Access Control: If the user tries to cross the wall or enter a closed door,
the game will send the user a warning indicator sound to deny his/her
movement. For instance, “You can’t go through the wall”.

▪

Landmark Trigger: In the virtual game environment, we deployed some
landmarks that represent points of interest in the building. For example,
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in the subway station, we set up the fare gate, fare machine and train
waiting line as landmarks. If the user enters these places, the game will
provide the description of the current place to the user. Such as “There is
a fare gate in front of you, you need to scan the ticket and go through it.”
So the user can understand the points of interest in his/her surrounding.
▪

Surrounding Environment Description: During the game, we have an
“Information” button, and users can press the “Information” button at
any time. When this button is pressed, the navigation system will locate
the user and describe the environment information to the user, i.e.,
which floor is the user located, which direction the user is facing and
which objects are there near the user. “You are on the first floor, there is
an elevator in front of you, your right side is a wall, your left side is a trash
can”.

In the self-exploration mode, the indicator sounds include the task
description. They will guide the user to finish the game task in order. For example,
“Currently, you are at the entrance of a subway station, your first task is to find the
stairs, then go down stairs to enter the hallway”.
In PERCEPT application user-training mode, the indicator will instruct the
user during the training process. If the user nears a virtual tag in the virtual
environment, the indicator will ask the user to scan the real NFC tag with PERCEPT
smartphone application: “Please scan the NFC tag with your smartphone”. After
scanning, the indicator will follow PERCEPT navigation instructions and help the
user leave the tag area in the right direction. For example, if the instruction is “Keep
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the tag on your left side”, the user should control the character to turn until the tag is
on the left. If the user tries to leave with wrong direction, he/she will get a warning:
“Wrong direction, please turn right and keep the tag on your left side”.
•

Environment Sounds
Users in the game can identify and locate objects using environmental

sounds. The volume values of the sound will increase/decrease in proportion to the
object’s distance from the user.
Figure 28 shows their relationship. The horizontal direction reflects the
distance between the object and the user, and vertical direction shows the
percentage of normal volume. When the user approaches the object, they can get
more accurate position information of the object by shaking their heads. When the
user shakes his head, he can feel the door sounds is always louder in his left ear. And
if the user now turns around, the sounds of the left ear will be lower volume than in
the right ear, then he knows that the door is on his right. After he turns to face the
door, the volume of the right and left ear will be the same. (Figure 29)

Figure 28 - Relationship between Audio Volume and the Distance
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a) Door at user’s right side

b) Door at user’s left side

c) User is facing the door

Figure 29 - Example of the sounds volume based on its location

4.1.3 Environment Training – PERCEIVE Self-Exploration Mode (PSEM)
As shown in Figure 30, the development of the game scenario for PSEM
includes graphic rendering and sounds rendering. The graphic rendering constructs
the building structure models, which are drawn using Autodesk Maya software
based on the building spatial data. Game environment audios are recorded from the
real world subway station. There are three modules in the game, Navigation System,
Tasks Manager and Character Controller.
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Figure 30 - System architecture of PSEM

Figure 31 shows the software flowchart of the PSET. We provide a task based
self-exploration game to the blind users. The developers and trainers can set up the
tasks before starting the game using instructor web application (Introduced in
section 4.2) and the users will follow the tasks to traverse the entire environment.
The users get the mental map of the target building by solving the assigned tasks. If
a user can’t find a task point or gets lost, there is a ‘Panic’ button for him to return to
the starting point of the current task and redo the task. This panic button prevents
the user from stuck in the middle of the game.
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Figure 31 – Software Flow Chart of PSEM

In our prototype design for the Arlington subway station, a number of tasks
are designed to guide the users to take a train. The sequence of tasks is depicted in
Figure 32. The player first go down the hallway and enters the lobby. Then he needs
to buy a ticket at the fare machine. If he cannot find the fare machine or he feels lost
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in the lobby, he can press the panic button and the game will help him go back to the
entrance of the lobby. He can repeat the route as many times until he is comfortable
to find the fare machine and feels confident of the route. After buying the ticket, he
can go through the Fare Gate and go down stairs to take the train. Figure 33 shows
the first person view of the tasks and the audio instructions in the game.

1 -> Station Entrance, 2 -> Lobby Entrance, 3 -> Fare Machine, 4 -> Fare Gate, 5 -> Stairs to Outbound,
6 -> Waiting line

Figure 32 - Subway station layout with the following task trigger points
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Figure 33 - Example of task sequences

4.1.4 PERCEPT Application User Training – Application Training Mode (PATM)
As mentioned previously, another major goal of PERCEIVE training platform
is to give an orientation to help the BVI users get start with the PERCEPT
smartphone application. After they get familiar and feel comfortable to use
PERCEPT application, they will be confident navigating themselves in real
environment. PATM is designed for this purpose.
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Figure 34 - System architecture of PATM

In PATM, we deploy virtual tags in positions that reflect the NFC tag locations
in the physical building. These tags are used to simulate the real world navigation
and teach the blind users how to interact with the environment by scanning the NFC
tags. As shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36.

Figure 35 - PERCEIVE communicate with smartphone application
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a) Unity Game Client

b) PERCEPT Smartphone Client and NFC tag

Figure 36 - Game-running scenario

The Figure 37 is the software flowchart of PATM. In this mode, we need an
Android device that has the PERCEPT application installed. In the training, a user is
sent to a random point that is covered by a virtual tag, and he has to scan the NFC
tag using his smartphone to trigger the event. Based on the positions of different
virtual tags, the PERCEPT app can identify the user’s virtual position and provide
him navigation instructions.
▪

When a user enters a tag-covered area. He will hear the instruction:
Please Scan the Tag with smartphone.

▪

After the user scans the tag, the navigation instructions will be provided.

▪

The user moves the game avatar to leave the tag-covered area following the
instructions. (You can’t leave until you perform the correct instruction)
Keep moving, the next tag will be triggered automatically if the user enters

its covered area.
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4.2 PERCEIVE Server and Instructor Application
PERCEIVE server is responsible for managing user profiles and training data. It
has a cloud database that stores the user profile data, training information, and task
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recordings, and an instructor web application that provides a user interface for the
instructors to keep track of the users.
The advantages of PERCEIVE server for users:
●

Once the client application is installed, the PERCEIVE client is able to
automatically update the building map and the training tasks.

●

Users can login their accounts in any computer that has PERCEIVE client to get
their own training scenarios.

●

Support interruption during the training. The users’ training records are saved
on the server and any interrupted training can be resumed at any later time.

●

Get customized task assignments and trainings from instructors.

The advantages of PERCEIVE server for the trainers and PERCEPT developers:
●

Track a user’s training in real-time.

●

Collect user error messages to optimize the navigation system.

●

Easy to update and add more features for clients.

●

Easy to manage multiple users’ profiles and training records.

4.2.1 Database Structure
The database on PERCEIVE server is built with entity framework and has
four main entities: user, training, assignment and task. As shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38 - Relationship of PERCEIVE Entities

A user entity includes a user’s profile, login information and training records.
A training entity includes the profile of each training and the information for pause
and resume. A task entity includes the source, destination landmark IDs and the task
descriptions. An assignment entity is used to connect a training with multiple tasks.
A given training can include many tasks, and a specific task can be assigned to
different trainings. We manage this relationship between trainings and tasks using
the assignment entity.
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4.2.2 Communication

Figure 39 - Communication model between server and client

The communication between server and client is based on .NET SignalR
library. One server manages multiple clients as shown in Figure 39. Through the
TCP/IP based network communication, the clients send the user login and training
information to the server and the server sends back navigation instructions and
feedbacks.
4.2.3 Instructor Web Application
A C# based web application is developed for the trainers/instructors to keep
track of the BVI users. It is deployed on Microsoft Azure and developed using ModelView-Controller (MVC) and Entity Framework. It can be accessed from any
browsers and helps the instructors during the trainings:


User Profile Reviewing
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User profile reviewing allows the instructors to review and edit the client user’s
profile and training records on a web page UI. Shown as Figure 40.

Figure 40 - User profile list in instructor web application



Training Recording Tracking
A real-time user action tracking function is provided for the instructors to

join ongoing user trainings and monitor the client’s performance. The interface is
shown as Figure 41 and Figure 42.
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Figure 41 - Training recording list in instructor web application

Figure 42 - Training recording details in instructor web application



Task Editing
Instructors can use a task-editing interface (shown as Figure 43 and Figure

44) to create or modify tasks in a specific building for a specific user in the self61

exploration mode. It also allows the instructors to modify the audio feedbacks to
improve the performance of the trainings.

Figure 43 - Task editing in instructor web application
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Figure 44 - Task selection interface for each training

4.3 Tests and Results
We evaluated the performance and user experience of the PERCEIVE system
with human based experiments. Four normal vision participants and four low vision
participants took part in the experiments. Table 9 shows their characteristics during
the experiments.
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Table 9 - Participant characteristics

Two common routes to take the subway in the Arlington subway station
were tested in the experiments. (Figure 45)


Route 1 (Take the subway): Entrance B -> Lobby -> Fare Gate -> Outbound



Route 2 (Exit the subway station): Inbound -> Fare Gate -> Lobby -> Exit C-1

Figure 45 - Routes of In-Lab study
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4.3.1 Tests
We conducted the following experiments.


Environment Training
The first experiment was the virtual environment exploration training using

PERCEIVE Self-Exploration Mode (PSEM). Each participant was asked to perform
the normal level tasks for the designed routes (Figure 45). The participants could
repeat the training, as many times as they wish until they felt confident of the routes.


PERCEPT Application User Training Mode (PATM)
In this training, we provided each participant a Samsung Android

smartphone and a NFC tag. Participants navigated themselves from the assigned
source to the destination (Figure 45) in the PATM by following the PERCEPT
navigation instructions from the smartphone. The participants could repeat the
training, as many times as they wish until they felt comfortable with the PERCEPT
tool operations.
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Figure 46 – Game running



Evaluation Survey
After the above experiments, a survey of a series of questions (Table 10) was

asked to the participants to summary their experiences with PERCEIVE system.
There are total six questions in the survey. Question 1 to question 5 are ranking
questions scaling from ‘0’ to ‘10’ where ‘0’ means ‘Most Unlike’ and ‘10’ means ‘Most
like’. Question 6 (Figure 47) lists four routes from the entrance to the outbound and
asks the participants to select the route that they believe is correct after the training.
Route B is the correct answer for this question.
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Figure 47 - Selections of question 6
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Table 10 - Survey questions

4.3.2 Results
All the testing subjects finished two routes in the virtual space and can use
PERCEPT smartphone independently.
Based on the feedback of participants, we note the following:
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Table 11 – Feedback Summary of participants



The user interface design is acceptable for all the participants.



The 3D audio has better performance for the participants who have low vision
than the participants who have normal vision. Because the normal vision users
prefer to navigate with the vision and ignore the audio.



PERCEIVE can successfully guide the users in the virtual space and get them
familiar with the routes.



PERCEIVE can successfully help the users to learn the user interface of
PERCEPT smartphone application.



PERCEIVE can successfully help the participants build a metal map of the target
building.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we introduce PERCEIVE game that will enable BVI users
explore virtual environments that represent physical spaces. Such exploration will
help the user develop a mental map and have familiarity with the environment
before he/she visits the actual physical space. Our future work involves testing the
game with human subjects. Their feedback will help us improve the game. Moreover,
we will develop an interface for orientation and mobility instructors that will enable
them to edit the environment by defining point of interest as well as define the
exploration tasks. In this thesis, we introduce PERCEIVE, a virtual navigation
training framework for blind and visually impaired users to explore virtual indoor
environments that simulate real world physical spaces. Such exploration will help
the user develop a mental map and have familiarity with the environment before
he/she visits the actual physical space. PERCEIVE includes a natural language
processing based navigation instruction validation tool and a virtual reality
navigation training platform. The validation tool serves as a first automatic
validation of navigation instructions prior to testing them with human users. The
navigation training platform is designed as a virtual reality based 3D game that
gives a tutorial of the virtual environment as well as the PERCEPT operations to the
players through a series of role play tasks.
For the future work, we could test this framework with more human subjects.
Based on the analysis of the user feedback big data, we can improve the user
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interface, design more levels of tasks, and add user defined points of interest and
tasks, and so on. Moreover, we can improve the reality simulation by adding new
devices to the system, such as a real blind cane that the users can hold in hand to
interact with the virtual blind cane or a treadmill for the users to walk on it.
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